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"Iko iko a ne (woah) jockomo fino a na ne!" sing seven girls very 
noisily. "Could this be another tribal single?" says Pete Silverton (when 
he can get a word in edgeways). "Shut up and smile!" snaps Eric 
Watson. 



But The Belle Stars are seven. 

Stafford, plays the sax and 
seemed very quiet. On the rare 
occasions she opened her mouth, 
she talked so softly you needed a 
dog's hearing to pick out more 
than the odd word. 

Sarah-Jane Owen is the lead 
guitarist, the closest to Jennie 

rest were set on forming a new 
all-girl band. All they lacked was 
a singer. Eventually, they found 
Jennie through boyfriend links. 

of Belle Stars' guitaris 
Sarah-Jane^ jdighly 

you've never picked any of it up." 
Judy's quite obviously 

fascinated by figures and money. 
The drummer, she joined The 

Stella Barker plays rhythm 

sharpest tongue of them c 

n the top of her skull in fronds 
t look like they're borrowed 
n an exotic vegetable, she 
er stops. She runs around. 

bags in the band van) and has to 

parody of her Scunthorpe accent. 
Leslie Shone is a Londoner 

Clare Hirst, their pianist and 

Penny Leyton of whom Jennie 
charitably said, "I hated her. She 
left, she wasn't kicked out but if 
I'd had the choice. I wouldn't 
have had her there in the first 
place. Living in a hotel with her 

Camden Town, spent a year in 
care and was expelled from three 
schools. "I don't know why. 
Probably because I never went." 
Her real name's the wonderful 
mouthful of Eugenie Theresa 
Matthia; her stage surname. 

playing, she brought wi 

Belle Stars 

when they supported Madne: 

"Later on. if I'm on my own. I' 
like to do something like Julie 

featured in The Girl Can't Help It 
movie). But 'Iko Iko' — anybody 

a lift to a friend's house — they 
were going to see The Stray Cats 
that night and she could barely 

pulled out some passport photos. 
"Do you want to see a picture of 
my boyfriend?" It was Chrissy 
Boy. the Madness guitarist. He'd 
sent her the pictures from 
Heathrow Airport where 
Madness were boarding a plane 
for at 

Sarah-Jane (SJ) Owen, guitarist: 
"She'll make somebody a lovely 
wife," says Stella. "She loves 
emptying ashtrays. She's always 
tidying up. She likes shopping 

Judy Parsons, drummer: "She 
loves doing accounts," says 
Stella. "She likes to spend her 
whole day doing figures and 
graphs and graphical 
breakdowns. She fiddles with her 
hair. And she's hysterically funny 
when she's drunk." 

Leslie Shone, bass player: "A 

person who hates9getting up in 
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LT flu Yes, folks anyone can enjoy the benefits of a 
Hair Transplant! Look at pop singer Debbie 
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TEMPTATION 

Heaven, gateway of hope 
Just like a feeling 1 need 

It's no joke 
And though it hurts me 
To treat you this way 
You treat my words 

I've never heard 
Too hard to say 

Please don't let me hit the ground 
Tonight 1 think I'll walk alone 
I'll find my soul as I go home 
(Oh) up down turn around 

Please don't let me hit the ground 
Tonight 1 think I'll walk alone 

Each way 1 turn 1 know I'll always try 

Until it's time 
1 find I've lost someone new 

And what's emerging to myself 
Ido believe 

Oh you've got green eyes 
Oh you've got grey eyes 
Oh you've got blue eyes 

Oh you've got blue eyes 

And I've never seen anyone 
Quite like you before 

UNHID 
A padtc to rAisjr: taav aWav A 

Quite like you before 

Repeat chorus 

Oh it's the last time 
Oh it's the last time 
Oh it's the last time 
Oh it's the last time 
Oh it's the last time 

And I've never. I've never met anyone 
Quite like you before 

No I've never, never met anyone 
Quite like you before 

Words and music by New Order 
Reproduced by permission Bemusic 

Oh Factory Records 

W r /YKIo lo UiNe U/\ I /\ W/\ I W 
They found you downstairs 
Among the young debonair 

Helping the waiter 
Attracting most of the glare 

One night in Paris 
Each day as short as an hour 

The golden carriage 
To the lights of the tower 

Chorus 
Oh Paris is one day away 

Ooh la-la-fa 
Paris is one day away 

Ooh la-la-la 
Paris is one day away 

Ooh la-la-la 
Paris is one day away 

Hy YouteSthe^laceapart 
And so deceitful 

1 missed the**flight tonight 

Your'lip SaresoUbrin ht 

Words and music by John Moore 
Reproduced by permission Ramalam Music Ltd. 

On RCA Records 
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right) The* KiS"her tndS)Ts‘-ef * ^ 1 Adriana Kaegi. Taryn Hagey and 
Cherry! Poirier. 

Kid Creole And The Coconuts 
aren't so much a traditional band 

f revue. They're currently playing 

Manhattc 



ly embarking on 
_s. Not least of them is 

Blondie. Six dates have been 
slotted in for those wishing to 
witness the world's biggest wig 
in action — they're at Glasgow 
Apollo (September 1, 2). 
Edinburgh Playhouse (4, 5), 
Newcastle City Hall (7, 8), 
Birmingham NEC (11, 12). 
Wembley Arena (16, 17. 18. 19). 
Contact the venues for details. 

Persons of more metallic taste 
might try the AC/DC tour lined 

don't give you fair warning). The 
Aussie hell-raisers play 12 dates 
after the Castle Donington 
Monsters Of Rock Festival: see 
Nightsout for details and check 

And last, but surely not 1 

completing a warmly received 
mini-tour of the States. Again, 
check Nightsout for the full 
itinerary and details. 

of The Clash's tour to promote 
their fifth LP, "Combat Rock". He 
was reckoned to be just about 
everywhere around the globe 
from Portobello Road to Iceland, 
but eventually crawled out of 
hiding in Paris. "Rather them go 

better to do what I did, even for a 
month," was the reason for this 
strange behaviour. Joe added 

recording the LP and the prospect 
of then going out and performing 
was evidently none too rosy. 

And Topper? Political 

adds Strummer, mysteriously: 
'It's not too easy to be in The 
Clash at the moment. Not as 
simple as being in a comfortable, 

It's a Man's Life, make no 

The new Gary Numan video is something of a breakthrough. None 
of yer £30 plus mark-ups here, John. For around £5 you can be 
watching highlights of his Wembley 'farewell' concert, complete 
with fairly dazzling stage effects (dazzling if you've got a largish 

have to supply your own blank two-hour video tape to "Palace 
Video" (to whom cheques/POs for £4.95 plus £1.50 p&p per tape are 
made payable), 8 Poland Street, London W1. 

For this you'll receive your tape back recorded with Numan 
Classics that now seem almost nostalgic — "Are Friends Electric?", 
"1 Dream Of Wires" and "Cars" being just the tip of the iceberg. 

Seems a pretty sound idea (sorry). Hopefully others will follow 



Murray are currently making a 

Marsden and Micky Moody have 
picked up their instruments and 

Come in David Coverdale: 
"There is no question of the band 

lg up. It would be crar splitting U] 

T-shirt entirely * 
free of charge? | 

lie And The Banshees ■ 
.„ - - -. to be exact. The band ■ 
ve generously allowed us 10 | 

gift packs (each containing a 12" _ 
I copy of "Fireworks" and a T-shirt I 
■ specially designed by the ■ 
■ legendary Rockin' Russian 1 
I studios) and they're up for grabs | 

I Banshees — which one? a) Marco I 

current stack of ne 

of a foe Jackson LP. "Night And 

more in the vein of his early pop 
stuff than his recent sortie into 

Bucks Fin put out a new 
single, "Now Those Days Are 
Gone", on June 11. Those with 
highly-tuned hearing will delight 
in the "accapella" first half. The 
B-side's "Takin' Me Higher" and 
it comes in a special picture bag. 

import-only release so you'll 
have to try import shops if you 
want one. lust Who Is The 5 
o'Clock Hero?" is the title, 
backed with "The Grec 

another LP 
_And 

_Nick Lowe is 
producing this time — they've 
roped in Geoff Emerick, who's 
worked with The Beatles and on 
the recent McCartney LP — and 
it's not to be a Country Album 
like the last. As a taster, a single 
"You Little Fool" appears on June 
11 with "Big Sister" and 
"Stamping Ground" on the 

New Yorkers The dB's have a 
new single too. From the 
marvellous "Repercussion" LP 
it's "Living A Lie'V'Tn Spain". 

' ier Jum 

Competition, 52/55 Carnaby 
J Street. London W1V 1PF. not 
I forgetting your r I address. The fir: 

their first 45 this year. It's "Tiny 
Children" from the Wilder'" LP. 
The 7" version has a colour 
sleeve and "Rachel Built A 

° Steamboat" on the flip. There’s 
| also a 7" in a gatefold sleeve and 

a 12" which carries an 8 minute 
I version of "Sleeping Gas" 

recorded live at Clnb Zoo(both 
w limited editions). 

And, lastly, The Stargazers, 

B Baby Groove", return with "Hey 
■ Marie" — "Scat The Riff". 







s 
SINGLES 

ickickrkirk 

it 33 Vh this one sounds just like 

"Tomorrow Never Knows", a 
track from the Fab Four's 1966 
"Revolver" album. Theory: 

neatly segued together in 

EK 

and handjive beat comes up for 
air for the umpteenth time on this 
reworking of a Strangeloves' 1965 
hit. Produced by Kenny Laguncf, 

TOMMY TUTONE: 
867-5309/Jenny (CBS) A 

mind-tilting rocker about a 
wall-scrawled telephone 

who^Ai^r1°anColbumbiaUtflt 
signed after emptying out most of 
their piggy-bank. Accordingly, 
U.S. punters have been informed 
that Tutone are one of the great 
bands of our time and have since 

bundles of the disc in the handy 



Let's clap our hands to this 
like all the rest are doing. ^ 
know, I can sing the chorus 
already. You too? Yeah. 

FUNKAPOLITAN: Run. 
Run. Run (London) 
Brit-funkers demonstrating their 
expertise in the rhythm division. 
All chant and dance really and 
little pretence about being 

nelody line I might get 



-ftss/ST:: o 
Grange Hill, Top Of The Pops and all 

stations east... Sheila Chandra sets the 

course for Anglo/Indian pop. 

Neil Tennant curries favour. 

Jill Furmanovsky takes the pics. 

on which sits a dusky young 
of astonishing beauty and 
:e. In the background 
eone is gently strumming a 

given the part of Sudhamani 
Patel and played it for "two or 
three series". But by the age of 
she'd decided she wanted to 
become a singer and — of i 

Suddenly a Scottish voice 
shouts "Okay — track!" and the 
girl starts to mime to a record. 

Midge Ure, looking chunkily 
athletic in T-shirt and jogging 

'1 did a demo tape for a i 
- ompany but nothing cm 
Then one day St€ 

ra in the video to promote 
on's new single, "Shakti". 

1 ad by lights and 

and keyboards player) was 
rifling through some old demo 
tapes looking for 'A Voice'. He 
came across mine and decided 
that I'd be right to sing a kind of 
Asian-influenced music that he'd 
been writing as a result of 
mixing with Asian friends. He 

ict function is not cl< 

ssional. But then she's c 
ss with, at the age of 17, 
al years' experience be! 

she applied to, and was accepted 
as, a pupil by the famous Italia 
Conti stage school in London. It's 
the kind of place which has 

Z^vtronfs'f3 ~ U',le Lena 

Steve is a large, friendly man 
with several years' experience as 
a writer and arranger. He smiles 
in the video studio with the smile 
of a man whose dream has come 
true. After all. it has. His 
longstanding in 
and Eastern music gave him the 
idea that the time was right for a 

iis but Sheila took it all 

pop and eastern sounds, 
he'd found Sheila they m 
demo tape and sold the i 

id to get the most out of 
me course. If I'd concentrated 
mainly on singing and hadn't 
paid attention in my acting 

Lonely" was the first 
since it charted he's been ever so 
happy. Sheila. Steve and Martin 

They're very proud of Monsoon's 

'I'm only three-quarters Indian 

explains Sheila, "which really 
with all that Monsoon is 

both English music and Indian 
music — not just instrumentally 

jratanoe! 'Sh^H a 

would be. There at 
here and there that me not oi 
that scale but generally it's i 

sounds like a pop song." 
There me bits of Eastern 

philosophy stirred into the 

"Shakti (The Meaning Of 

happy song. If you go 
uwtwr into the lyrics it has a 
fairly spiritual meaning: 
somebody trying to help 
-3body, giving their 

ne time you've got to let 

"It's rather like a butterfly 
I talking to a caterpillar — 
I eventually it'll all happen to the 
I caterpillar but there's nothing 
I the butterfly can do about it." 

The spiritual meaning of this 
tie but I 

itelligent all the same. 
As with everything else she 

_oes, Sheila is very professional 
I about being interviewed: she 
1 knows her stuff. 

"We like to give our songs a 
I danceability." 
1 "All music should have an 

enjoyment factor because 

"When we play live it has to be 
very, very carefully thought 

I about because we've achieved a 

achieve a blend visually. We can 
pull through so many things that 
in an ordinary situation you 
wouldn't be able to use. Here 

I wasn't surprised to lem 



'The culture, th< 
the family traditic 
. . .there'splenty 
thing I noticed mo 
sincerity of so mai 
the calm way of lil 
rushes about." 

and then we can take it over. 
Obviously we're looking forward 

Sheila has lots to look forward 
to but she remains philosophical. 

"Even if nothing happened 
again I could always look back 
and say 'Well, look, I've done this 
and I've experienced this.' I 
always try to make the most of 
my opportunities and I've had an 
awful lot of good opportunities 
and that's why I feel they 
shouldn't be wasted. 

"I enjoy this, I enjoy singing, I 
enjoy acting. I think you're in a 
very privileged position if you 
enjoy your work — because then 
you've got leisure and you can 
enjoy that as well!" 

Now that sounds like the 
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WH. SMITH HAVE 
THE NEW ALBUM 

BYTOYAH 
“THE 

CHANGELING” 
©£3.99 ®£4.49 

E3 3=[ 

new single 

IS IT BY INSTINCT 
(Previously unreleased track) 



, The Police 1 

BORN IN THE 50’s 







DO YOU BIND? 
COMPETITION 
RESULTS 
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A couple of months back we 
suggested that there might be 

talent out there amongst our 
readers and enquired whether 
anyone was interested in getting 
their arguments printed in these 
pages. You were interested all 
right. A hundred letters a day 

^ only I-r 
£ Record! 
^COLLECTOR- 

“®«wraphib; 
WITH Values Of 

r ALL YOUR J 
7 FAVOURITE r* 

FOR DETAILS OF HOW 
TO GET HOLD OF ^ 
FEATURES ON THESE 
AND MANY OTHERS, < 
WRITE TO: 
45 ST. MARY'S ROAD,"' 
LONDON W5 5RQ. 

artists 

Place a regular order with 
your local newsagent NOW! 

r 
FOR THE 
THE WHALE 

| & NOTHING 
BUT THE 

READING 



YOU YOUR WRITES 
the thousands of you who 
entered and especially give our 

^WINNE SusanrahWafcer 
Sarah Tobias, Vicky Robinsoi 
Robert J. Kiley, Siobhain 
Scourfield, John Christie, Em: 
Bagnall, Sharon Sullivan anc 

post by the two yo uPS?s'he 

Llewellyn Smith 

On the face of it, this appears to 
be a positively stupid question. 
Everyone agrees that it should be 
rearranged — preferably with a 
sledgehammer. But pause and 
consider. TOTP is the most 
popular programme on the BBC. 
And how many Friday mornings 
does the conversation beqin: 
"Did you see TOTP . . .?" 

It can’t be all wrong. The 
content is impeccable because 
they provide the music that's 
popular, because people buyJt, 

which is why they’re obscure. 
Logical? 

Unfortunately the format, or 
the glaring lack of it, needs 

getting a "party" or live 
atmosphere are a joke because of 
the way the groups are 
performing. Instead of the 

Certainly the videos are 
entertaining, but there would be 
cries of protest if groups were 
removed totally. The problem 
here begs a video programme to 

> a sledgehammer: 
re'sreally^little tha little that can be 

- maybe The 

People really should stop 
carping about TOTP. No other 
show has as many good bands, 
particularly in the current chart 

twelve million people, s< 
.. When you c_ 

29 
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THE 
ROLLING STONES 

IN CONCERT 
Over ISO colour photographs 
including their recent US tour 

Their story - just out . 
96pp Hardback £5.95“!? ' 

Please send me_copy/copies. I enclose cheque/money order 
to the value of_or charge my ACCESS/VISA/DINERS 
AMERICAN EXPRESS A/C No_ 

FREEPOST, NEW MALDEN, SURREY KT3 5BR. TEL: 01-942 7781 

NFW- 

SOUNDS 
ZZHEW 

STYLES 
JULY 

ON SALE AT YOUR NEWSAGENT JUNE 12 

SOUNDS IN COLOUR 
DURAN DURAN 

ABC 

STYLES IN COLOUR 
TIN TIN 

SPANDAU'S SIMON WITHERS 
INDIAN SUMMER 

MAKE-UP 

plus MUSIC FEATURES 
DAVID ESSEX 

QUINCY JONES 
THOMAS DOLBY 

CLOCK DVA 
RAVISHING BEAUTIES 

NIGHTLIFE 
BERLIN 

MANCHESTER 
NEW YORK 

FILMS 
BLADE RUNNER 

HAMMER HORRORS 

and much more 











the date all anglers 
have been waiting for 
— the start of t 
new coarse fishing 
season. 
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slag off fc^xxn and the best 
criticism gets a £5 Record Token. 

Oh. no. Sorry. You've already 

Duran's "Rio" (th 

cracked it (no. nc 

You give them really bad 
eviews for everything they do 
ind this only encourages their 
nore ardent fans (like me) to go 

Joanne, Solihull. 

That's rumbled times two. 

Obviously ABC are now to be 
classed in the same category as 
The Nolans after their sweet little 
dance routine on TOTP(May 20). 
Two ex-ABC fans, Harrogate. 

That good? 

Dear Mr Hepworth. 
Regarding your Singles 

Reviews (May 27). we must be on 
the same wavelength. I had the 

T^e'NolansexceptthaU wasn^ 
buying a stringiest. Great 

On May 18 at Radio Piccadilly in 
Manchester, Gary Kemp and 
Tony Hadley did an interview. 

When on the air. the telephone 

One young girl from Stretford 

said it better. You've hardly ev 
had a good word for S|>andau 

finished off with a remark abov 
Tony's vocals. You're just 

&ichelleYLorraine. Caroline a. 

Hepworth. let's 
from the beginning. You di< 
review of The Virgin Prune: 
single. Am I correct?" ^ 

'shouldn't^ unduly upset if I 
wasn't to hear it again'. Yes?" 

Aforementioned creaking 

betag a miteharionU^0'1 WerS 

are probably the best group since 

'•But what, what . . . can I do?" 
pleads a croacking voice. 

a nice rest. Them I think those 
poor deprived fans deserve at 

centrespread — on U2. After all, 
they haven't heard anything^ 

Head is shaken shamef u 

An on-the-spot reporter. 

Anyone who goes to < 
psychiatrist ought to 
their head examined 

illy. 



Dear Ian Birch, 
See? You're not the only one 

who likes Bucks Fizz. I'm right 
behind you. I'd just like to say 

greatest fan. Anyboby object? If 

Mcaida. West Midlands. 

Cambridge. 
P.S. What can I offer in 
part-exchange? A cuddly toy? 

(May 27), why don't you as 
yourself what Spandau Ba 
think of you? Or any other 

Just because you've met 

judge the rest. And as for t 
"having no respect for oth« 
they've got loads of it, as y 

about as like Kool & The Gang as 
you're like Fats Domino. 

And. please, next time you do 

Now. I don't usually get annoyed, 
but this time I've become very 
annoyed. Adam Ant, who the hell 
do you think you are? 

I read the first line of the Adam 

"I’ve gone solo 'cos it's a 
challenge for God's sake." Come 
on, Adam. So you and the rest of 

:ords (that is th 
7 do buy record 
oes straight in 

at ye right time and therefore 
instantly had hits. Bad Manners 

lips must be: What willKk 
Creole do with his "Cocon 
Lesley and Helen, Blacon. 

Dear Storylovers. 
One bright day in 

khearts) d« 
to eat in a _ _ 

cafe. She strolled into one of the 
aforesaid and. through the 
grease and smoke, spotted a 
waitress called Mabel. 

With no more ado, the waitress 
approached her and questioned: 

io's: line replied,8S ' 

cool, husky American accent, 

returning with the sausages sh 

quarter of an hour with her clos 

reached Joan in a lukewarm 
‘ ite. On ti.. 

I think they've started . . 

I met this 'ere Barry geezer th 
other week. Looked right 
thoughtful he did so I offered 
a penny for his thoughts. We 
how was I to know he didn't 1 
any change? 
Andy Pruthom, Basildon. 

You heartless beast. Barry'd 
be upset, if he understood 
the joke. 

OrtSeTerrae°r,alS °' *** Pla"e’ 

and buy millions of copies of 
your wonderful paper Smash 
Hits. We then gallop through th< 

your planet to collect the £5 
Record Token you so generously 

WFRE ASKING A LOT 
What’s Adam’s real name? 
Which members of Japan are 
brothers? What was The Beatles’ 
first hit? Who played with Slik, 
Rich Kids and Thin Lizzy? How 

has Toyah appeared 
m? Where is Pelican West? How 
many questions can you answer in 

JHESMASfi HITS 
QUIZ BOOK 

n. Inside the magazi 
’ pages of pop quest io 

. ; with hours of fun (e< 
Ind to mark this publishing milestone we re putting 

finishing touches to a competition with a prize so 
unutterably fab that even we want to enter! If you’r 

PLUS 

DOLLAR 
AUTOGRAPHED 

ABC 
ALBUMS TO BE WON 

AND LOTS LOTS MORE ON 

JUNE 24 



b NIGHTSOUTSPEC\/\L 

SATURDAY 
AFTERNOON FEVER 

. . . Queen, Joan Jett and The Teardrop Explodes in Leeds. Our 
men in the crowd — Dave Rimmer (notebook, sunhat) and Mark 
Rusher (camera, icebox). 
It’s about 6.30, and The Teardrop 
Explodes are having a hard time. 

Enticed onto the Queen tour by 

lade out of both 

es dodging a hail of 
Dottles, water bombs, cartons, 

the hands of the hard-core Queen 

Admittedly, the first few 
Teardrop numbers have been 
rickety, with sound problems 
aplenty and Julian singing flat. 
But gradually, they tighten up. 
By "Passionate Friend", the 

drizzle. By "Culture Bunker", 

"What gets me," Julian 

see Freddie Mercury!' He giggles 
in disbelief. "But we did well. 

j’s about 30,000 people here 

will allow. There 

local residents, and people had 
been complaining here too. 

'It seems ridiculous really," 
Queen bass player John Deacon 

I put this to one of the 
constables on duty latei 
as much trouble as a no 
Saturday afternoon? 

t's rumoured that the 

positioned in a nearby living 

"YOU KNOW. THERE'S A I.OT OF 
THINGS I LIKE." Joan Jett, who 
seems incapable of anything as 

the m?<^phone/%im^V^I° 
SAID ILO-O-O-VE . . . ROCK 
AND ROLL!r 

And the audience love her. The 
Blackheart brand of rock (a sort of 
stripped-down combination of 

They scamper about, know how 
to strike a pose, play the right 
three chords, and shout a lot. It's 
good old-fashioned rock and roll 
Utterly unimaginative, but 
efficient nonetheless. Their 
version of Gary Glitter's "Do You 

jornug m the answering 

"W-E-E-E-LL!!" Joan's 
screaming again. "C'MON 
EVERYBODY!" And so it goes 

_ _i. John Deacon is 
chatting with his mum in th 
"hospitality room". Here 

Moving from there out on to the 
pitch proves a hazardous 
business. There's a gauntlet of 

they're all eager to throw their 
weight about. There’s a maze of 

negotiate. We get hopelessly lost 

But that's better than being 

John's Ambulance people an 

collapses has no less than 15 
rush to help him. 

depressing they want 
all. By the time Queen had 
finished, I felt like visiting it 

_t Freddie! We wa 
Freddie!" people chant as 
fancy new light an 

And then here he is. As the 

. . prances. There is n 

Brian May too for anything 

bits. Everybody but the police 
seemed to be joining in. 

something disturbing about the 
way the audience go wild if 

banks of lights wink on 
As they do a final enc 

"God^Save ’Hie Queen" 

listening in amazemen 





NIGHTS 

Phew, wot a scorcher! Suffering a 
bit from the heat, me. Thought 
things were warm enough when 
pegged out 'neath the sizzling 
current bun on my new lllo 
supping fruity drinks, but — 
unbeknown to your jet-set 
gossip-grabber—things were to 
get even hotter! 
It was The Ed. on the phone. Baz, 
quips he, hie thee down to the 
100 Club in Oxford Street tonight 
and report on The Greatest Rock 
'N' Roll Band In The World. Like a 
streak of greased lightning I was 
astride my trusty scooter, shorts 
flapping wildly, and whizzing 
through the swirling hubbub of 
rush-hour traffic. Next thing I see 
is Eddie Tenpole outside said 
Club, jumping about and begging 
people for a ticket to get in. And 
Jimmy Destri from Blondie 
heading down the stairs. And 
some Belle Stars propping up the 
bar. On stage, chums, is Dlz And 
The Doormen. Didn't know about 
them being the greatest rock 'n' 
roll band but cheered as loud as 
poss. Can't see much 'cos there's 
this huge bloke in the light. Spilt 
some of my cherryade down his 
trendy shirt (just my luck!) and he 
starts getting a bit uppity. Who'd 
you think you are, I say, 
frighteningly. Superman? And the 
twit says, yeah. Turns out he's 
Christopher Reeve, the famous 
movie star in plain clothes. Didn't 
recognise him without his red 
Y-fronts on. Anyway, off go the 
fab Doormen and on stroll this 
bunch of old fogies making a bit 
of a racket and prancing about. 
Couldn't be fished with this so 
shouted with great gusto for Diz 
to come back on. Frosty looks all 
round. Guess what? Only 
happens to be The Rolling 
Stones, doesn't it. Me and my big 

Teardrops were staying, and I 
bump into Stevo, manager of 
Soft Cell. Bit of a weirdo, if you 
ask me. Reckons he's the power 
behind the band and all that. 
"When Marc Almond is out of my 
company for ten minutes,'' says 
Stevo, "he self-destructs." Bit 
later, shouts and screams from 
outside. Baz sprints around to 
find Stevo standing on a window 
ledge about four floors up saying 
how he's going to jump off 
(weirdo, see). Orange Juice are 
all going : Go on, then, nitwit (or 
something like that). Once he's 
got this huge crowd he nips back 
inside and off to the bar. What a 
way to carry on! 

Talking of loons, some daft 
geezer in the Musician's Union 
has been trying to get 
synthesizers banned. Gave me a 
turn that as I've just bought a 
Casio and now have refrained 
from doodling for fear of arrest. 
Says synths are "replacing real 
musicians", this bloke and 
should be "done away with". 
Imagine if they were. All we'd 
have left would be AC/DC, Stiff 
Little Fingers and a rather ghastly 

Synth-kings The Human 
League aren't put off, mind. 
Recording a new 45 with Martin 
Rushent in July. Old Phil was 
confessing innermost secrets to 
your sympathetic reporter the 
other day about when he met up 
with Joanne but was going out 
with this other bird at the time. 
"Baz," he said, "I'm very moral. I 
never did go out with them 
together. I'd take it in turns." 

Oh ... almost forgot. Look out 
for my old mate Mark Ellen on 
the John Peel Show. While 
Peelie's off to see The World Cup, 
Mark will be spinning the platters 
and waffling away as per usual. 
He'll be doing it for two weeks 
starting on June 14.... 

Me, I'm not too sure my job's 
very safe. This new bloke, Neil 
Tennant, is always sitting at my 
desk. Doesn't get as much fan 
mail as some, mind ... 

CUe.s"- 
Terrifying Tales Dept. Down this 
London hotel t'other night, where 
all Orange Juice, ABC and the 





JUNIQ smash hits 


